Solution Brief :: Strategic Sourcing

Capital Inventory Services
Grow the Value of Your Capital Inventory.
TractManager helps you buy and sell pre-owned medical equipment so you
spend less time (and money) on capital equipment planning and inventory
management projects, and more time achieving the best outcomes for your
patients. Powered by our patented software and proprietary benchmark
database, our Capital Inventory Services relieve some of the burden on your
purchasing teams, ensuring you always receive fair market value for existing
medical technology inventory.

Every dollar saved counts
We use best-in-class data and software to assess your inventory and manage
your assets. Our team of experts helps you identify duplicate technologies,
finding equipment you can trade in or sell, helping you avoid paying service
contracts for obsolete or unnecessary equipment.

Capital Inventory
Assesment

We assess your inventory and streamline your
data and tracking, providing complete visibility
into your capital assets.

Asset
Valuation

We use secondary market pricing, utilization
data, information on market trends, plus
expert analysis to help you understand your
equipment’s fair market value.

Asset
Disposition

Whether you’re trading in, selling, donating, or
relocating used medical equipment, our experts
can manage the entire process according to
your schedule.

Equipment
Auctions

We manage the sale of your medical equipment
via our live marketplace, or host custom
auctions on your behalf.

Capital
Planning

Our financial, clinical, and compliance analysts
help you identify strategic sourcing, spend, and
facilities planning goals, then partner with you
to make them a reality.

RESULTS THAT SPEAK
FOR THEMSELVES
More than 350 hospitals
worldwide rely on our
Capital Inventory Service

$4.5M

OEM Trade-In Offers
More than
$4.5 million recovered

$27M

Strategic Asset Disposition
More than
$27 million recovered

$14M

Capital Planning and
On-site Capital Resources
More than
$14 million saved

How Can We Help You?
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Leave the Negotiations to Us
Capital Inventory Services.
With bargaining power accrued from more than $3.5 billon in successful negotiations, our expert contract
negotiators can engage directly with suppliers on your behalf, helping your team capture every dollar of
savings identified on your quote analysis. We make sure you achieve market rates for your purchasing activities
and obtain the best possible service terms for the coming year(s) of costs. With our no-risk, pay-for-performance
model, you pay nothing unless we negotiate prices down from your last and final offer.

Your Savings Multiplier
Maximize your purchasing power by combining Capital Inventory Services
with additional technology-enabled services from TractManager:

Strategic
Sourcing

Contract Lifecycle
Management

Provider
Management

• Spend Management

• MediTract CLM

• Physician Contracting

• Value Management

• Compliance Suite

• Provider Credentialing

• Sourcing & Negotiations

• Contract Analytics

• Provider Enrollment

• Provider Evidence

• Physician Analytics

TractManager empowers the unsung heroes who make healthcare organizations run, with insights
and technology that lead to smarter decisions. From improved sourcing decisions, to compliant
contract lifecycle management, to credentialing and provider management, we help people run
their healthcare systems at peak efficiency, with minimal risk. And when that happens, something
pretty wonderful happens — patients receive better care.
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